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Uncertainty and Artificial IntelligenceArtifiial Intelligene an be de�ned as the siene of automating hu-man mental proesses. Of ourse, a mahine exeuting a human task onlymakes sense if the proess an be better, heaper and/or faster exeuted by themahine than by a human being.The bene�ts are obvious if the proess has at least one of the following features:

• Memorizing and omputing abilities are essential for its exeution (1).
• Cultural, eduational or emotional fators, stress and fatigue tend to per-turb or alter its exeution by human beings (2).Let us onsider a dramati example of a human proess failure, the Challengerdisaster, on January 28, 1986. The aident was aused by a leak through afaulty seal in one of the solid roket boosters. The day was unusually old (mi-nus 2ÆC, approximately 10ÆC below the average temperature at this time of theyear), and the joints did not work properly. It has been argued that the disas-ter would not have happened if the possibility of suh a low temperature hadbeen onsidered, and also, that the design failure was due to the ommonplae` winters in Florida are mild '. One has to be extremely areful with assertionsregarding the auses of suh a disaster. Let us assume however, for the purposeof the analysis, that the old temperature was indeed the initiating event of theaident. Then the design failure and its dramati onsequenes an either beattributed to a limitation of human apabilities: onsidering all possible valuesof eah parameter diretly or indiretly a�eting the launh of the shuttle wasimpossible (1), or alternatively, be interpreted as the onsequene of a ulturalbias: the idea that ` winters in Florida are mild ' (2).1



The limitations of human mental apaities (1) are more notieable and tendto have more serious onsequenes, in a ontext of unertainty. Consider, aninvestment deision regarding, for example, a power plant. Many parameters(fuel osts, performane and availability of the plant, eletriity pries) - andtheir evolutions over several deades - need to be taken into aount to evaluatethe rate of return of the investment: traditional deterministi evaluations arequite omplex; onsidering a probability distribution for eah of the relevantparameters make them untratable.Similarly, psyhologial e�ets (2) play a greater role in a ontext of unertainty.Randomness always generates stress. The reason why traÆ jams, outages intrains, delays in ights make people so nervous is not the loss of time per se, butthe unertainty regarding how muh time is going to be lost. Depending on theindividuals, randomness an be destabilizing, ` paralysing ' or on the ontrary,exiting or even exhilarating. These e�ets onfuse human rationality.Our analysis thus suggests that the potential ontribution of Arti�ial Intel-ligene is greater in a ontext of unertainty. This is obvious in the �eld ofboard games, whih has been used as a benhmark to the AI methods sinethe infany of this siene. Nowadays, mahines perform better than the besthuman experts in many games. This superiority, however, was ahieved muhearlier in the games involving randomness than in games in whih the sequeneof events only results from the deisions of the players. In 1979, world bakgam-mon hampion Luigi Villa was defeated in a 7-point math by a program alledBKG 9.8. It was not before eighteen years later - a very long time if you on-sider the tremendous improvements of the mahines apaities1 - before a hessprogram Deep Blue ould beat the best player of the world Garry Kasparov,in a 6-game math.
Bayesian NetworksConeptuals tools to model and quantify unertainty are available sinethe development of probability theory by Blaise Pasal, in the 17th en-tury. However, ombinatorial explosion e�ets tend to blunt their pratialimplementation. If the rentability of an investment depends on ten unertainparameters, and if eah of them takes on ten di�erent values, then one has toidentify, analyse and a�et probabilities to ten billions (1010) senarios to �ndthe best deision. Suh an approah is unlikely to lead to a onvining androbust deision support.Bayesian Networks, developed in the 1990s, are relatively intuitive modelswhih help to redue the intrinsi omplexity of probabilisti approahes. Givenunertain and mutually inuened variables, the key idea is to fous on diretand signi�ant inuenes between them, and to represent the inuenes in adiagram of boxes and arrows.1To illustrate the improvements in omputing performanes in the period: in 1979, 1million orret deimal digits of the number � (3.14159265...) had been omputed; eighteenyears later: 51 billions! 2



Figure 1 is an example of Bayesian network used as a deision support. Themodel evaluates the onsequenes, for a ski resort, of investing in a snow annon.Two output variables are onsidered: �nanial result and ustomer satisfation.The snow annon variable is a deision variable. Its value depends only onthe will of the ski resort managers. Weather variables suh as ` Snowfall ' and` Sunshine ' are not inuened by any other variable in the model. The sevenother variables depend, more or less, on the invest deision and on the limatiparameters. These dependenies are desribed in ` onditional probability ta-bles '. Deision aiding indiators (e.g., the expeted �nanial results with andwithout the snow annon) an be produed on the basis of the probability dis-tributions of the two output variables. The model may also be used to simulatesenarios, e.g., a senario of lak of snow.Suppose that we hoose to onsider ten possible values (or range of values) foreah variable. Then, the model is de�ned by approximately 3,000 probabilities,whereas ten billions on�gurations of the variables are theoretially possible.Apart from this dramati redution of the initial omplexity of the problem, theuser-friendly, graphial representation of the model failitates the disussionsbetween experts and deision-makers, whih an easily be involved in the modelonstrution.Figure 1: Example of Bayesian network: the onsequenes of a deision (man-agers of a ski resort buying a snow annon) on the �nanial result and theustomer satisfation.Snowannon ? Snowfall
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